
 H2H3 Run #338 – 6th August 2016 

Location: Top of Hua Hin Soi 94 

GPS Coordinates:   12.552658, 99.940674 

On After: Restaurant 94 

Hares: Bush Whacker & Screwdriver 

Tax Collector: Mudman 

Scribe: Special Services 

Hash Snacks: Karn 

Beermeister: Jock Twat deputising for Hugs 

Hash Flash: Special Services (assisted by Cathusalem) 

Number of hashers attending: 52 

 

Hash Write-up 

A good crowd descended at the car park, just off Soi 94, 3 visitors from Hong Kong and 9 virgins, 5 
from Holland and 4 from England - oh how the Hua Hin Hash continues to grow. 

Then the Drone arrived, what were we all letting ourselves in for? This was another first for the 
HHH. 

The Hares Bushwhacker & Screwdriver gave information about the different trails, making sure all 
the virgins knew what to expect, and off we went. 

It was a really nice trail with good views over Hua Hin and the sea, it was quite strenuous in parts 
and everyone gave a helping hand when needed, the sudden downpour half way round the trail 
hampered everyone a little, but what can you expect in rainy season? 

Colossus (aka Fish Fingers) got all steamed up which caused some hilarity and cursing as we 
descended the slopes. 

After exiting the undergrowth a nice rainbow appeared and cheered us all up and a bit of singing in 
the rain kept the walkers happy? 

Everyone got back to the car park unscathed (almost) , but Brambles Bill took a wrong turn and 
came back rather late. 

One Brick Short and a few of the men commented on the wet t-shirt look and Hugs did his best to 
sell dry t-shirts, he needs a few dynamic selling tips from Alan Sugar as his efforts did not get a great 
response. 



Legs Wide Open and Jock Twat took over Beermeister duties again, due to Hugs being a little under 
the weather. They kept the beer flowing and kept it going till it was dry, as the On On had informed 
no alcohol available that day due to the referendum tomorrow. 

Really positive comments were given about the trails, a good job done by the hares. 

The On On was well attended and good food had by all. 

Special Services 

 

Circle Notes 

Down-downs were awarded by Tinks, deputising for Hugs, as follows: 

 The hares Bush Whacker and Screwdriver got a clear thumbs-up for their efforts (how many 
thumbs-up can you spot?)  

 

 Stitch-in-Time didn’t make it in time. He’d told Tinks (in confidence, ha-ha) he had to take a 
dump in the bush.  So he took his down-down as…. the bush dumper. “Stay in the circle” he 
was told. 

 For racing on the hash, Stitch-in-Time was joined by FRB Daniel, No Name Slayter and 
Tequila Fuckwit (both visitors from Hong Kong) and the usual suspect Mudman for good 
measure.  

 Next, virgins galore – five from Holland, four from England and a Thai. 
 First the Cockrill family from England, including youngsters Adam and Lauren, took their 

down-downs in fine style. 
 Next up was Niels, from Holland, who took his down-down as the Dutchman who forgot his 

clogs.  



 Now the best part, four girls from Holland, Daniique, Elisa, Laureen and Merel and the Thai 
girl from Hua Hin, Anne, were all asked by Tinks “Was it long enough? Was it hard enough? 
And will you come again?” The choir followed up with a vocal version, which went down 
famously with the girls, as you can see. 

 

 The Dutch girls had confirmed it was Rubber Duck who made them come so in he came for 
a down-down…. as the virgin seeker.  

 Stitch-in-Time claimed he should get a down-down for making Elisa come because he’d told 
her about the hash when he met her on the beach. Elisa said she couldn’t remember any 
mention of the hash in Stitch’s chat-up line but he got his down-down, together with Elisa, 
for being beach bums. 

 Visitors from Hong Kong, Tequila Fuckwit, Will Not Come and No Name Slayter were 
welcomed with down-downs and a bit of chit-chat from ex-Hong Kong hasher Tinks.   

 Returners Stitch-in-Time, Ritta, Pekka, Pa and Flat Feet were all asked where they’d been. 
Flat Feet’s response prompted Tinks and Flat Feet to sing an old Karachi H3 song “The hills 
are alive with the sound of aaargh” (with actions), which was marginally better than the 
version of “Do we know these guys” that followed.   

 However, there was a very tuneful down-down song from the choir for last home Brambles 
Bill and Screwdriver who, allegedly, sent him the wrong way. Don’t miss watching the video.   

 This week’s volunteer scribe, Special Services, was invited into the circle by Cathusalem, (in 
his quest to collect even more literary trash). Bent Banana “volunteered” to scribe next 
time and the deal was sealed with a down-down for himself and Special Services. 

 Next week’s Cha-Am hash venue announcement got Rubber Duck another down-down.  
 Then, Lost Cause came into the Circle to tell Tinks that she urgently needed to know if he 

was coming or going. It seemed to be causing her serious consternation and, when she and 
Tinks were both down-downed, the choir really was a lost cause without Lost Cause. 

 Things went from bad to worse when the choir sang “For he’s a jolly good fellow” to Jock 
Twat and Legs Wide Open who were both called in by Tinks for their unstinting work as 
Beer Meister and Beer Fraulein. Perhaps, Jock Twat should have had another down-down 
as a leaver but things were getting a bit chaotic by this time.  

 The choir just about recovered for the final down-down chorus jointly for the postponed 
christenings of No Name Keith and Classified.  



 As a footnote, Classified already seems perfect (even if not a previously hash christened 
name) and didn’t “Cool Knob Luke” get the nod last time? 
     

On After – at Restaurant 94 
  

 Attended by about 25 hashers, who all seemed to enjoy themselves in spite of no beer. 
 


